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( L~nd of a .Tho~sand Lakes 

criminal's record from thousands of .others in 
15 minutes. 

The finger-print method of identification has 
replaced to a large degree the famous Bertillon 
system of measurements devised by Dr. Al
phonse Bertillon in Paris in 1885. This method 

~'INLAND I 

· depended on accurate bodily measurements, 

Finland has been called the Land of a Thou
sand Lakes, and, indeed, ll per cent. of the sur
face consists of lakes. Lake Saima, 180 miles 
long, is the largest. The forests occupy 63 per 
cent. of the land surface and give the country 
its chief industries, saw-mill products and wood 
pulp forming 70 per cent. of the exports. Water-
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such as the length of 
arms and legs, and the 
length, width, and gen
e:r;al shape of the head 
and other parts of the 
body least likely to 
change. 

A P E C U L I.A: R . ·. F.I N N I S H PAS T I M E 
power is highly devel
oped. Only 8 per cent . 
of the land is culti-
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FINLAND. 0 ne of 
the n or t h ern m o s t 
countries in Europe is 
the war-born republic 
of Finland, which is 
bordered on the east 
by Russia and on the 
west by the Gulf of 
Bothnia and by 
Sweden. 

Finland lies between 
the region where there 
are eight or nine 
months of winter with 
the sun disappearing 
entirely during Decem
ber and January, and 
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· vated, but another 5 
··· ·· per cent. is meadow . 

, 

Dairy products an d 
fish are other impor
tant exports. Copper 
and iron are found, and 
granite is quarried. 

The Finns are re
lated to the Turks and 
to the Magyars o f 
Hungary, and speak a 
language quite differ
ent from their Slavic 
and S c an din a vi a n 
neighbours. The area 
of the republic is 
128,000 square miles, 
and its population 
about 3,350,000. 

· regions where there are 
only s i x o r s e v en 
months of winter and 
where the sun may 
shine through the fogs 
even on New Year's 
Day and set the snowy 
tree trunks glistening. 
Hills seldom rise above 
400 to 600 feet, and it 
is only in the extreme 
north that we find the · 
mountains reaching to 
a height of 3,000 to 

These natives of Finland are taking part in the national 
pastime, known as kykka. It rather ·resembles the English 
game of ninepi_ns, except that one of the players has to act 
the part of a horse for the other to ride on. Although it 
appears to be a game more suited to children, their fathers 

- regularly play and enjoy it. 

Until the 12th cen
tury Finland was a 
free country u n de r 
warlike kings. It was 
then conquered by 
Sweden and held under 
a liberal constitution 
until 1809, when it was 
ceded to Russia as a 
grand duchy. In 1917 
the Finns took advan
tage of the Russian 
Revolution to declare 
their complete inde
pendence. "Since 1906 

4,000 feet. The Baltic margin of Finland is 
girded by steep cliffs fringed with many rocky 
islands, including the Aland group of about 300 
islands, in the mouth of the Gulf of Bothnia, 
which once belonged to Sweden. , 

Long Sunny Days of Summer 
Finland's rigorous climate has its milder 

aspects. The summers, with the sun disappear
ing only for an hour or so or not at all, are ~o 
warm that crops ripen in six or seven weeks. 
The hills are covered with the delicate foliage 
and white stems of the birches, backed by the 
dark pines and firs, and the rock-strewn meadows 
in summer are bright with wild flowers about 
cheerful red barns and farmhouses. 

there has been votes 
for women (woman suffrage), and a considerable 
number of the Diet of 200 members are usually 
women. 

The percentage of Finns who can read and 
write is high. There · is an excellent uni
versity at Helsingfors, the capital and chief 
city (population, about 187,000); and another, 
entirely Swedish, was opened at Abo in 1919. 
Upwards of 2,500 students, including nearly 
800 women, attend the university at Helsingfors. 
Other educational institutions include one 
technical high-school, two commercial high
school~, five navigation schools, and forty agri
cultural schools. In the primary schools the 
school age is from seven to fifteen. 
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